Possible Internship Placements
Valencia, Spain
SPORTS

VILLARREAL CF (Villarreal Football Club)
(Spanish is not required)

Villarreal CF founded in 1923 its stadium has a capacity of 24,500 people. The club is a top 5 team in LaLiga, an it’s succesful organization works for the excellence of sports and its youth development.

The intern will manage the club’s new business and social media, be in charge of identifying key multimedia elements of digital football, adapt content to international markets (mainly by identifying the correct themes to promote, cutting our clips and introducing subtitles when needed) and help build a stronger networking platform with media professionals from all over the world. Business interns will be in charge of market research, prospect clients, analyze industry trends and contact potential partners.

VALENCIA TENNIS ACADEMY
(Spanish is not required)

We are a highly competitive tennis academy located in the Club Español de Tennis dedicated to the preparation, training and complete development of advanced level players. The club presently owns 21 tennis courts with artificial lighting, 16 of which are clay courts, 4 artificial grass courts, 1 hard court, and a center court for competition with bleachers for 600 spectators. The club also has 2 multi-functional courts, four paddle courts with artificial lighting, a 1200 cubic meter swimming pool, a fully-equipped gym, and a space for various organized activities.

Tasks for the intern: -Web Page: Create an article daily about the Valencia Tennis Academy activities. -Art Work/Graphics: take and manage pictures of the trainings to update our photo gallery, videos, etc. -Manage the Social Networks. -Customer Service -Assist in developing new projects.

TOLDRA FOOTBALL CONSULTING
(Spanish is not required)

Toldra Asia Consulting is part of one of Europe’s most important sports consulting company, Toldra Football Consulting. Toldra Consulting originated in the early of 60’s when Alberto Toldra, its founder created it as an agency for professional football players in Spain. He was the first president of the Spanish Association of football agents. We are proud to say that as the game has grown in popularity and importance, Toldra Consulting has grown along with it. Today our Team is lead by experienced professionals who guide the agency trough constant expansion across Europe, South America and Asia.

The tasks and responsibilities of the intern are: - Collaborate with the International Department, with tasks in Marketing, and working with new tools that the Marketing Department is introducing at the moment. - Translations. - Provide support to the Soccer Project we currently have with a team of young players in Greenland from Shanghai.
ARQUITECTURE

AREAARQUITECTURA.DESIGN
(Spanish is not required)

AreaArquitectura.Design is a studio with over 10 years experience working with different professional profiles such as: Architecture / Urbanism / Landscaping / Building Management / Project Management / Industrial Design / Computer Graphics / Fine Arts / Media / Communication Marketing and Finance.

Intern Tasks: Housing Project Development: taking part in every stage of the project, from beginning to end. Modular House Catalogue: assisting in the graphic design to create a catalogue of modular houses. - Collaborating and assisting in the other studio projects. Possibly visiting some construction sites.

OSB REFORMAS
(Spanish is not required)

At osb Reforms we offer all kinds of architecture and interior design services. Our mission is to turn your house into your dream home. We count with an international team that speaks Spanish, English, French and Italian.

Intern will be involved in undergoing projects such as bioconstruction, customized-houses, energy-efficient homes, building design, interior design or sustainable design, amongst others.

ART

ACANTHUS

Acanthus offers a wide range of techniques to its clients. From conservation, restoration and rehabilitation of those pieces that are part of our heritage.

Intern role: The intern will participate in the restoration of cultural property. He/she will participate during the restoration process that takes place at the workshop and complete technical reports.

ALBA CABRERA

Alba Cabrera Gallery is a contemporary art gallery in Valencia. With over 25 years of experience, the gallery has exhibited, marketed and projected local artists worldwide.

Intern role: The intern will support the customer service department. He/She will also help during the shows mounting and dismounting the drawings, paintings, sculptures or different art work. The intern will be involved also in the marketing of the shows by preparing marketing strategies, executing emailing and mailing campaigns and prospect new clients.

VALENCIA HISTORY MUSEUM

Valencia History Museum (MhV) mission is to promote the history of the city, from the origins to present day, covering archaeological, artistic, and cultural heritage. The MhV is located in the former city cistern that was built in 1850 by Ildefonso Cerdá and Leodegario Marchessaux. The building represents a beautiful example of the Valencian industrial architecture. It was the first engineering project in Valencia of the nineteenth century. The MhV aims to give visitors a rich visual idea of Valencian history and traditions in an entertaining way, while maintaining true to historical rigor. The MhV was awarded by the Diputación de Valencia as Cultural Project of the year 2003.

The intern will assist in writing museum information and documents in English, serving as the museum’s contact responsible for articles written in English. The intern will also research and implement projects that the museum can have during the stay of the intern.
ACCOUNTING

ASAHE ASESORES
(Spanish is not required)

Part of a fiscal, labor and accounting consultancy firm in Valencia. This is also part of a law office specialized in Business Law. At the office we have a different working approach; instead of limiting ourselves to accounting and pay slips, we prefer to work closely with our clients, getting to know their needs and peculiarities of their business better. Doing this our team provides optimal service while maintaining vast resources and a professional team with a proven record of solving problems efficiently.

In addition to office duties, the intern will collaborate with the design and update of the English website, make foreign contacts to market the firm and prepare exchanges between foreign businesses and ASAHE.

PETYCASH
(Spanish is not required)

PetyCash is a free app that allows individuals to send and receive money instantly, with no hassle or bank fees.

Intern will support the business, IT and accountancy department, depending on their educational background and profile. Interns must understand the importance of working as a team, to be responsible for your tasks and to have analytical skills.

BUSINESS

BBOOSTER
(Spanish is not required)

Founded in 2010 by investors and entrepreneurs, Bbooster Ventures founded the first Spanish accelerator in driving new ideas that base their business model on Internet and mobile applications. It currently has two venture capital firms, through which invests in startups in different stages: Our LAB is located in Valencia’s hart, the leading city in startups and accelerators of Spain, and has one of the most extensive entrepreneur’s ecosystems in the country, and great training access.

Tasks:
The intern will create a campaign to promote BBooster as a brand in multiple global markets

The student will be in charge of developing this new project with the plan of the campaign and marketing plan. Also the content for the different platforms, the social networks, advertising tasks, publicity campaigns, mass media, communication tasks, etc.

PAY-IN
(Spanish is not required)

Pay[in] is a technological company that allows both private and individuals to make payments online. We operate on the ecommerce sector: online paying platform for stores; paying public transport via smartphones, wearables payments.

The intern will support the marketing and business department: research potential markets, analyze market and technological trends, prospect and contact potential clients, market new product innovations.

COMMUNICATIONS

RMEDIOS MARKETING
(Spanish is not required)

Communications and marketing agency – specialized in digital marketing and content. The agency manages and generates content for national and international celebrities, from ads to social media and online visibility.
The tasks and responsibilities of the intern include: create digital campaigns for our clients, follow up, analyze impact and results and communicate strategies to perform. Community management, liaise with partners and support the communications department.

**NOSTRESPORT**  
(Spanish is not required)

Nostresport is a sports management company with three business fields: 1) Professional services: Consultation in marketing, management, and sports communication. 2) Event management: Corporate activities and the support and promotion of sporting events. 3) Sports content: Sports news and entertainment, internet and audiovisual services.

An Editorial & Marketing Intern will perform tasks such as: creating content, writing articles, updating information for the digital newspaper and working on and supporting the radio and audiovisual ads. An Event Planning intern work includes: event support, activity management, finance, communication and social media. Commercial duties include: prospecting clients, proposal preparation and presentations.

**AGUA Y SAL COMUNICACIÓN**

Agua y Sal is an agency that works in communication through marketing, images and promoting companies. Our services adapt to the needs of every company and we are proactive in suggesting themes, events and strategies. The intern must have a profile in Business, Marketing, Communication or Journalism. Good skills in writing press notes and articles are required. Community management tasks will also be part of the internship.

**EDUCATION**

**IALE SCHOOL**  
(Spanish is not required)

IALE school was founded in 1967 and was the first school of the IALE-Elian Education Group. It is a private school and is situated just a few kilometers from Valencia. The school offers bilingual Spanish and English education at the pre-school and primary levels.

The intern will assist with one-on-one reading, oral presentations, individual group work, and teaching assistance with the subjects of cooking, art and sports. The intern will also support low ability students and supervision of specific students. Additionally, the intern will help with classroom administration assigned by the classroom teacher, such as photocopying and classroom decoration.

**AMERICAN SCHOOL OF VALENCIA**  
(Spanish is not required)

American School of Valencia prepares globally conscious, life-long learners in an innovative, collaborative and caring environment. Today’s world needs people who can identify and solve problems through flexible, reflective and critical thinking. We demonstrate our understanding when we can apply our knowledge to a novel situation or teach another person.

The intern will be assisting both Spanish classroom teachers and English classroom teachers at the elementary level. He or she will be working with small groups and large groups of students with classroom teachers.

**ESCUELA INFANTIL KINDER**  
(Spanish is not required)

For almost 40 years now, the Escuela Infantil Kinder preschool has been devoted to the care, education and overall development of children up to 3 years old. We know from experience that children are capable of learning their mother tongue plus more languages at the same time and at an early age.
Intern tasks: Establish daily routines: keeping an order of daily routines so that children are able to internalize the sequence of activities and predict what will come next. Meet the basic needs of children: helping during lunch time, taking care of them during their nap, surveillance during playground time, making sure they are clean and neat, etc. • Provide care and support to children, providing them with a secure environment to learn. • Help increase children’s self-sufficiency and independence, so that they gain self-esteem and confidence. • Teach how to use certain instruments that improve fine motor skills (paints, crayons, brushes, etc). • Support the development of children’s basic skills, including physical coordination, speech and communication.

ENGINEERING

AIR NOSTRUM
(Spanish is not required)

Air Nostrum leads regional aviation in Spain and is one of the largest regional airlines in Europe. With 100% private capital, it’s an exclusive franchise of Iberia’s group and belongs to the Oneworld Alliance. Currently, it has around 2,000 employees, operates more than 128,000 annual flights in more than 120 different routes, carries over 4.8 million passengers per year, has a turnover of more than 500 million euros per year and it’s the only Regional European Company that has been awarded “Airline of the Year” (Golden Category) five times, granted by ERA (European Regions Airline Association).

An intern’s main objective is to check the consistency of MRM/AMP/TRAX for both fleets and to establish the means for continuous oversight. They will assist with the scheduled maintenance performed on fleets CL600-2D24 and CL600-2E25 in Air Nostrum that follows the approved maintenance program (AMP) which is based on the maintenance program (MRM) provided by the manufacturer, Bombardier.

GD ENERGY SERVICES (GRUPO DOMINGUIS)
(Spanish is not required)

An international company and leader in industrial services in the following areas: surface treatments, industrial maintenance, renewable energies services, chemical cleaning and emergencies. Its degree of diversification positions the group as one of the companies with the most promising outlook in the energy market (nuclear, fossil and renewable, petrochemical and gas). Currently, Grupo Dominguis has a workforce of more than 1,400 professionals worldwide. This is a highly qualified customer-orientated team that provides added value solutions adapted to the specific needs of each project. It has a strong commitment to research, development and innovation. One of its main areas of growth is in technological development. The company aims to extend its operational field, continuously improving and supporting our clients.

The projects in which the student will be involved depends upon his/her field of study, experience and areas of interests. The intern will provide support to the technical office by elaborating on different procedures. The intern will also have the opportunity to take part supporting energy service projects.

GRUPO TICE
(Spanish is not required)

Grupo T.I.C.E Ingenieros came about by joining different engineering disciplines in order to offer the most complete service for our customers’ demands. We have a highly qualified team specialized in different areas. The company works in many different sectors, which include: comercial and residencial buildings, civil engineering, industrial engineering, food, plastic, steel, auto, furniture, textile, railway, ventilation, acoustics and vibrations, navy, photovoltaic and termal solar energy, wind power, biomass, computers, electronics, servers, consultancy, turn-key projects, I+D+I installations, and product innovation development.
The intern will work on various projects related to the student’s area of study. He or she will meet with the project manager and the customers to review potential opportunities. The student will maintain communication with the internship contact person to discuss the progression of the projects and to review completed projects. There is a possibility of developing new projects as well.

**GENERAL DRONES**  
(Spanish is not required)

General Drones is a company specialized in the development of new applications with drones, especially for the rescue and emergency services. We are currently working on a rescue dron which will be installed on the beaches of Valencia and Sagunto (25 km North from Valencia) this summer. On the other hand, we provide geomatics services with drones and training classes for advanced RPAS pilots.

The intern will develop: • Support the technical team. • Report on flight efficiency and effectiveness. • Design and manufacture support. • Research on equipment improvements. • Data collection.

**VLC PHOTONICS**  
(Spanish is not required)

The company is specialized in the development of solutions for different markets (mainly telecommunications) making use of Photonic integrated technology. This technology, similar to electronic integration technology, allows the miniaturization of complete optical systems in a photonic microchip, where light is used to generate, process, transmit and detect information. The advantages offered by this technology are a dramatic reduction in size, weight and cost, improving performance and stability compared to traditional optical systems.

As a main activity, the company is dedicated to designing and characterizing / testing customized optical ICs for all types of applications, outsourcing their manufacturing and encapsulation to different international suppliers.

**FASHION**

**TEJIDOS ROYO**  
(Spanish is not required)

Tejidos Royo is a Spanish leading company with over 100 years of experience in the textile industry in Europe. Our international calling and vast marketing network allows us to export fabrics to clients in over 30 countries. We are a renowned and valued brand in the industry for the innovation and reliability of our products, as well as our social and environmental commitment.

Thanks to constant research and further development, we offer a unique final product. Our factory is equipped with state-of- the-art technology, we offer a wide variety of fabrics in both denim and casual, with high quality finishes. Tasks to develop by the intern include:

- Supporting the Design and Product department
- Providing cover across a variety of departments (Textiles, Design, Collections, Lab, Laundry)
- Looking at processes and helping to improve them

**MIQUEL SUAY**  
(Spanish is not required)

Miquel Suay designs and sells prêt-à-porter collections for male. Its collections are designed for a man that loves fashion and expresses his intellectual appeal through his clothes. Season after season, above the prevailing trends, Miquel Suay seeks inspiration for his creations in the history of art. Miquel Suay designs too for women, brides, grooms and kids.

Tasks to be developed by the intern: The intern will be supporting the Graphic Designs, Production Design & Communications departments.
• The student will have tasks related to design.
• The student will support with the communication tasks of the company

**SALVATORE PLATA**
(Spanish is not required)

Salvatore Plata is primarily a fashion company specialized in high-quality jewellery. With over 25 years’ experience, Salvatore Plata is structured in a clear and distinctive way, thus achieving a very operational way of working, based on communication between different departments, with the aim to achieve daily goals. Our high-quality costume jewellery brand designs current, modern and trendy pieces, in which we allow ourselves to take risks with their shapes, sizes and colour combinations. Designs characterized by making a difference, following trends in textile fashions.

Being part of a fast pace sector, the student will learn multiple tasks involved in the process of purchasing raw materials that will end up in a design that will then be sold at the stores.

The student would be part of the import department (materials, textiles, …) being in contact with suppliers in Asia, performing order management tasks (quantity management, simple delivery management, production time management, logistics and invoice accounting for Asia).

**FINANCE**

**EFE & ENE**
(Spanish is not required)

EFE & ENE provides customized solutions and investment management for individuals, families, corporate groups and companies.

Intern’s tasks and responsibilities: - Collaborate in the financial department’s daily tasks, managing various customers’ project operations. - Report on economical markets.

In general, the intern will collaborate with and assist in all the different tasks with all team-members, depending on the company’s current needs, projects and client requests. Additional tasks may arise during the development of the internship and also depending on the interests of the intern and his or her profile.

**THELOGICVALUE**
(Spanish is not required)

TheLogicValue is a very strong predictive tool that enables firms and professionals to make the best financial decisión. Our tool facilitates reliable ratings and allows analysts to create different scenarios.

Intern tasks: We have several intern profiles. One more technical, ideal for an IT student where he/she will help in web development creating and managing advanced financial investment proposals. Another more business profile will be to analyze data from our digital marketing department. The aim is to find ways to improve our web presence, reach more potential users and the platform UX (user experience).

**HEALTH**

**HOSPITAL UNIVERSITARIO DE LA RIBERA**

The Hospital Universitario de La Ribera is the first practical example of a successful public health service management model in Spain. It’s based on a model which includes strategic partnerships between a group of strong companies.
Medicine / Physiotherapist / Nursing Intern: The intern must collaborate in attending to patients at the hospital, working with the diagnostic and treatment of pathologies, following the guidelines of the internship tutor at the hospital. Your main objective is to assist in improving the health of the patient, adhering to quality standards and optimizing resources.

Audiology Intern: - Will work directly with the audiology supervisor and assist in daily audiology tasks. - The Audiology Unit at the hospital is specialized in middle ear implants, as well as bone anchored and cochlear implants. Carlos Domingo is the person in charge of cochlear implants, including intraoperative measures and mapping of cochlear implants (implants Med-el, Cochlear and Advanced Bionics), in adults and children. Some other implants are: Carina, Bonebridge, Baha, Ponto.

HOSPITALES VINALOPÓ SALUD

Group of private and public hospitals located throughout the regions of Valencia and Madrid. The intern will assist in patient care, work with the diagnostic and treatment of pathologies, and follow the guidelines of the tutor of the internship at the hospital. In all aspects, the goal is always to improve the health of the patient, adhering to quality standards and optimizing resources.

The tasks and responsibilities of the intern are collaborating in: daily patient attendance at the hospital or health centre, test evaluation and examinations. Establish treatments and follow up. The intern will also help the tutor in designing and improving the assistance process, as well as teaching and researching activities.

DR. ANTONIO MARCO HEALTH CENTRE

Our medical clinic provides patients of varying symptoms and needs with natural, integrative and orthomolecular treatments. Maintaining health through nutritional supplementation to cultivate an optimal nutritional environment in the body is our goal. We also provide esthetic and anti-aging treatments. Tasks for the intern: -Attend patients with your assigned clinic contact. -Patient control -Auscultation -Learn how to do intravenous and intramuscular injections

FISIOLIFE

Health company with clinics in multiple cities in Spain. The clinic in Valencia is specialized in physical therapy, dietetics, podiatry and psychology. All the physical therapists and specialists in the clinic are qualified and they have other specializations and additional training (osteopathy, pilates, Tecar Therapy, etc). The main goal is to offer an integral service, exclusive and customized to improve the patients’ physical and psychological health. They cover all kind of physical therapy: general, trauma care, respiratory, for children, etc.

Interns will be in constant contact with the physical therapists and patients. They will help with the diagnosis, ultrasound therapies, electrotherapy, massages, proprioception exercises. Professionals will teach them how to use last-generation devices to treat specific injuries.

HR

SYNERGIE GROUP

Synergie is an international group providing companies and institutions with global human resources management and development services: recruitment, temporary employment, training and consultancy.

The intern will be supporting the human resources department at our office. He/she will be reporting directly to his mentor and will be participating in individual and group dynamics.
IT

SEIDOR
(Spanish is not required)

It is a group dedicated to provide solutions to change business requirements in the field of information technology for small and big companies. In 2005, we started to expand internationally to Latin America, Europe, USA and the Middle East. We work with an extensive network of partners which includes, but is not limited to: important manufacturers of software and hardware, system integrators and distributors. Today it is one of the few ERP implementors listed in the Top 50 Spanish ICT companies. With a team of over 2,000 professionals, we guarantee the protection of technological investments in infrastructure and systems, as our team of experts is certified by major manufacturers, offering a personalized service with flexibility and responsability to fit business requirements.

Available Services include: - Professional SAP Services - Professional Adobe, IBM and Microsoft Services - Strategic Consulting in Technology and Business - Technical Training - Processes Reengineering - Design and IT Infrastructure - Sustainable Migration to the Cloud - Integration of Systems and Technology - Digital Strategy Development and Social Media Marketing.

The intern will be in charge of the maintenance or applications developed in JAVA or FLEX, depending on the requirements of the customer, analysis and prioritization of project requirements, codification of the project requirements, testing project development, contributing to get the expected results.

NEURONAL BITE
(Spanish is not required)

Neuronalbite is a company where we have developed a web platform, one instrument that with automatized predictive models, increments sales for the small and medium E-commerce. For more information, check our website.

- The tasks of the interns are focus on Inbound marketing, that consist in developing the contents for the Web, social networks, SEO...etc.
- The interns will work also with the contact with customers in UK and USA in English.

NBN23
(Spanish is not required)

We are a multi-disciplined team of designers, software and APP developers, advisors and specialists in marketing and communication. We all have something in commune, our passion for the sport and technology.

Intern’s role: Interpret data, analyse results using statistical techniques and provide ongoing reports. Strong analytical skills with the ability to collect, organise, analyse, and disseminate significant amounts of information with attention to detail and accuracy. The ability to apply scientific ideas and principles. You’ll typically take part in research projects, work with developers on generating statistical algorithms and work with sports coaches to provide valuable data statistics for individuals and teams.

LOGISTICS

LICENSA VEHÍCULOS
(Spanish is not required)

A national and international transportation goods company. Licensa offers land transportation services at competitive prices. We do this by having an experienced team that is knowledgeable in transportation services, possessing adaptable technology for every job, maintaining a modern fleet to provide clients with top level service and constantly remaining flexible to meet all their needs.

The intern will support the financial, administrative and accounting departments. The intern will have administrative and accounting duties being able to assist too in the internationalization of the transport agency.
INTERCONTAINER

Intercontainer is a company that provides auxiliary services to the busiest port in the Mediterranean Sea, the Port of Valencia. We have specialized on marine containers repair and storage, container transport and merchandise storage.

Tasks for the intern: -Support the customer service office –Control the shipping of containers –Administrative tasks within the logistics department

LEGAL

TERMINIS
(Spanish is not required)

Terminis allows you to certify legal texts and other content posted on a website or mobile application on a given date. Thanks to Terminis you will be able to prove, that a user has accepted to receive commercial communications. The call of your general meeting has been posted on your corporate website according to legal requirements.

Intern tasks: To support the Business Development and Marketing team on the international expansion of core services, and contribute to the planning, coordination and delivery of Business Development activity: KEY ACCOUNTABILITIES: • Undertake desk based market research to support the Business Development team in identifying competitors and other main players in the country (UK). • Following the commercial and marketing plan established, research, contact and close agreements with potential partners. • Support the marketing team on specific marketing campaigns. • Support the sales team on the preparation of presentation and commercial presentations for clients.

ANGEL SALVADOR ASESORES
(Spanish is not required)

The firm’s mission is to provide legal advisement to companies which pertain to the areas of tax, work, civil, and commercial law. The firm also administers consultation in the areas of civil law (inheritances, divorces, claims, etc.) and labour law (advice and demands).

The tasks and responsibilities of the assistant: Support and assist in finance tasks, accounting, tax preparation, tax advice and tax claims:

The company has some foreign customers, and the intern can learn about finance and taxes in other European countries.

More tasks will arise during the internship, depending on the amount of work of the company and the development of the intern’s work in the daily tasks.

MARKETING

NEXTART
(Spanish is not required)

A marketing and ads agency specialized in social media and SEO/SEM. They develop and design apps, catalogues, video marketing, web design and digital communications. The intern will take part and work in different projects of the company. The projects will all be related to communications and the different ways it is used. The intern will gain experience with digital platforms, e-marketing, multimedia videos, and graphic design.

ENTRENARME
(Spanish is not required)

Entrenarme is a marketplace for personal trainers, sport centres and facilities. It’s a website that puts potential customers who want to improve their quality of life or their technique in any sport in contact with very good and selected personal trainers.
The intern will develop tasks in marketing: -Create and develop a marketing strategy to internationalize the company and to reach potential customers out of Spain. -Translate the entrenar.me webpage. -Research legislation about business in the UK and other countries. -Marketing online, SEO, social networking, etc.

**CULDESAC EXPERIENCE**  
(Spanish is not required)

At CuldeSac Experience we design and execute unforgettable experiences, applying them to the service of premium brands. We are dedicated to developing creative ideas, telling stories in every event and printing brand values upon them. We are experts at leaving a lasting impression. Experts at finding the most unique and surprising locations, creating a special mise-en-scène and emotional elements that exceed the expectations of the guests. Services: Brand Experience, Client Appreciation Events, Incentive/Team Building Events, Product Launches, PR & Hospitality.

The tasks and responsibilities of the intern are: • Design of Marketing materials for CuldeSac. • Design of presentations for customers: brands, marketing plans and communication, webs, communication campaigns, etc. • Support to the senior designer in projects.

**MUSIC**

**THE DIRT TRACKS BAND**  
(Spanish is not required)

The Dirt Tracks is a band that finds inspiration and shows ambition in the Indie scene. The musicians are Coma, Masid, Karl, Mikel and Rafa. In June 2011 they launched their first single, “Never Been to Mars”, produced by David Gimenez Valiente and mastered at the Abbey Road Studios by Alex Wharton. The EP was presented in a UK tour, where the press praised them, most of all for their detailed work and impressive live delivery. During the first half of 2012, the band combined their gigs in Spain with a German tour, which was a great success among the German audience and press. The band is already working on their next UK tour while they continue gigging around Spain.

The intern will analyze current market trends, contact contracting agencies in the UK and invite them to the tour, organize and plan the tour, work with the PR company that will be in charge of the tour and support in the coordination of a few concerts.

**ESPECTÁCULOS ORANGE**

Company with 40 years of experience in the entertainment industry. Our main activities are artist management, production and development of entertainment events. We are specialized in live music and organizing concerts with national and international artists throughout Spain, especially in Valencia and the surrounding areas. We represent a wide variety of artists, orchestras and bands that hold over 1,200 performances annually. We also organize and participate in the management of several large music festivals in the country.

The tasks and responsibilities of the intern include: • Create content for digital platforms • Collaborate with the communications department • Participate in the planning and organization of digital campaigns for music events • Work with social media and web pages

**NGOs**

**FUNDACIÓN POR LA JUSTICIA**  
(Spanish is not required)

FxJ is an independent, non-profit, self-governing organization dedicated to defending, promoting and protecting human rights. Their goal is to contribute
influencing changes in attitudes and behavior in society by assessing the current situation of justice and promoting values such as peace, democracy and solidarity, both in Spain as well as in developing countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. FxJ provide tools and programs to people that are in a situation of inequality or at risk of social exclusion.

The intern will organise events, help design a plan to increase donors and work in the marketing and online platforms (campaigns through email, social media, ...)

**JARIT ASSOCIACIÓ CIVIL**
(Spanish is not required)

Located in neighborhoods that have a large immigrant presence, the NGO works for and with migrants to offer tools for coexistence between different cultures. This is a joint partnership; we live and work respectfully with migrants and locals alike. We believe our innovative organizational model of integrative intervention is the best choice, as great value can be obtained from the experience. Jarit offers a level of autonomy and participation with volunteers, rooted in a philosophy of maximum transparency. Within this altruistic team, we highlight the presence of the migrants, which enhances their integration into society.

The intern will be working with a team on a new project to develop a Social Responsibility Cooperative Department. The intern will have the opportunity to discuss planning possibilities, implement strategies, create protocols and cooperate with other companies with the aim of integrating immigrants.

**ASOCIACIÓN ÀMBIT**
(Spanish is not required)

ÀMBIT has worked for 20 years for people at risk of social exclusion, offering the opportunity of a dignified life. Our mission is the conviction that the prison as an institution creates many more problems than it helps to solve them, and that it is an anti-pedagogical place, unable to develop a proposal for educational intervention from imprisonment. Our vision is creating ways for the at-risk population to more easily access progressive freedom, despite any disadvantages they have. Our values consist of dignity, freedom, justice, truth, honesty and respect (to the processes, diversity, decisions, etc.).

The intern will prepare articles for the website, work with social networks and translate articles to English. The intern will also take part in event organization by assisting with invitations, material preparation, presentations and publicity of the event.

**POLITICAL**

**PSPV**

Socialist Party of the Valencian Country or PSPV was a small nationalist and leftist Valencian party, mostly confined to the academic world within the University of Valencia. In 1978 they decided to merge with the much larger national Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party (PSOE), to which they integrated. The PSPV-PSOE was the ruling party in the Valencian Community from 1983 through 1995. The People’s Party (PP) won the elections since then until 2015.

The intern will follow the current political and social situation, prepare notes regarding the present issues and scenarios, follow the activity at the parliament, research statistical information and support the organization’s public events.

**REAL ESTATE**

**HOLA STAYS**
(Spanish is not required)

HolaStays is a company with a long experience in the vacational rentals sector. The “Hola” in our name is a
statement of intent: we want to welcome you to our accommodations and make you feel at home. Through our website, you can book your stay in more than 80 apartments in Valencia.

The intern will participate supporting our commercial department. From studying property listings, interviewing prospective clients, accompany clients, discuss conditions of sale, advise clients on market conditions and generate list of new properties.

**SPOT-A-HOME**  
(Spanish is not required)

Spotahome is a platform that allows people to book a home in another country for periods of one month or more. Unlike traditional property listing websites, we do visit every property, write our own detailed descriptions and take professional quality photos. We then allow you to directly book online.

The intern will experience the fast-paced nature of working in a start-up company and develop the skills needed to enter a competitive workforce with additional professional experience to succeed in the real-estate market.

**R&D**

**FAB LAB**  
(Spanish is not required)

Valencia Fab Lab works for the development of projects related to digital manufacturing and its applications. Also it is a center for training and research in the same field. It is equipped with software and manufacturing machines that allow professionals, staff, interns and university community, from entrepreneurs and students, to companies and organizations, to transform all the ideas and concepts into reality and to accelerate the development of digital manufacturing. Tasks include:

The intern will work and collaborate with the current projects of the company.

Also the intern will assist developing new projects. He/She will help elaborating plans, impressions of pieces in 3D, machining of pieces, assembly of different components, managing and solving issues, keeping tidy and clean the lab, etc.

**BIOTECH VANA**  
(Spanish is not required)

Biotech Vana is a spin-off of the University of Valencia that provides research products and services in Computational Biology and Bioinformatics. The company performs fundamental and applied research including NGS services, database design, research projects, and state-of-the-art software. The Biotechvana headquarterers are located at the European Business and Innovation Centre of Valencia (CEEI).

The intern will work in several tasks associated to the bioinformatics analysis and functional annotation of NGS omic data. This includes diverse jobs involving data mining, preprocessing and quality analysis, depending on the project to address de novo assembly or mapping and annotation, phylogenetic analysis etc.

**CEAM**  
(Spanish is not required)

Research, development and technological innovation center that works to improve the Mediterranean environment. We focus on offering comprehensive proposals for environmental management in the domain of the atmosphere, ecosystems, human activities and their interactions.

CEAM’s activities range from basic research, into finding solutions for priority environmental problems, to the development of new technologies and applications, which are set up as pilot projects where the advances made on
the management scale are demonstrated. Therefore, these activities are basically of the essentially pre-competitive R&D kind. R&D activity also leads to scientific counseling tasks in the areas that CEAM's competences cover, and it specifically contributes to environmental management policymaking at various levels, from the local level to that of the European Union. The intern will participate in experiments to be carried out in the high volume outdoor simulation chamber EUPHORE (European Photo Reactor).

**GREEN MOLECULAR**
(Spanish is not required)

Green Molecular is a spin-off company promoted by CRB Inverbio and the University of Valencia. Our aim is focused on discovering and developing properties of natural polyphenols that can benefit human health.

Intern tasks: - Collaborate in experimental research (Molecular Oncology), both in vitro and in vivo. - Training in different Molecular Biology-related techniques will be an essential part of the tasks where the student will be involved.

**TECH/START-UPS**

**EXPORTORY**
(Spanish is not required)

Exportory is a technological start-up, we have developed an algorithm that by using Big Data and Artificial Intelligence it calculates the risk of marketing a product in a specific country. To summarize, we are developing a new way of understanding international marketing based on data analysis.

The intern will participate in the definition and design at strategic and operational level of the projects, with the aim of attracting end users (Spanish companies that want to export their products). New product design: using the lean startup and design thinking methodology we participate in the design and creation of a completely new product, aimed at companies outside Spain that are willing to export their products from their countries to Spain.

**STARTUPXPLORE**
(Spanish is not required)

Startuxplore is the startup funding community platform. With over 12,000 startups in their data base, the company gathers information critical for investor funding.

The intern will develop and implement a scalable business model and compare with current businesses. Manage relationships with local supermarkets and chains to have the best collaboration in day-to-day operations, control and recruit “Shoppers” in the city of Valencia.

**TRANSLATION LANGUAGES**

**BIG TRANSLATION**
(Spanish is not required)

Big Translation is a translation agency that ensures that your text is translated to the highest quality. We will adapt fully to your needs, in every sense. Our in-house team will be happy to advise you on the service that is best suited to your text and requirements, and our project managers and professional native translators will ensure that your text is accurate, reliable and effective.
The intern’s main roles would be to translate texts, (depending on their language knowledges), and he/she will learn new techniques to translate faster. Our team is formed by more than 50 professionals from different countries.

**LANGUING**
(Spanish is not required)

With Languing users have fun, meet people and learn with natives through videoconference. Use our applications to enhance your learning. Why don’t you study while having fun with Languing? You can find your ideal language partner among all the Languers similar to you. You have a whole world to explore!

**TOURISM**

**URBAN YOUTH HOSTEL**
(Spanish is not required)

Located on one of the most important avenues of Valencia, Urban Youth Hostel is very close to the Marina, the Royal Navy and the impressive City of Arts and Sciences. Its elegant green facade, which maintains the original design, reflects over 100 years of history. This is a completely renovated building.

Specific tasks include, but are not limited to: • Daily promotional work through marketing, social networks and communications, which includes: Press Notes, Blog, Mail Marketing, and Social Network Management. • Analysis and statistical reports on the occupancy rate, income and revenue of the two businesses (the Hostel—the accommodation aspect, and the restaurant—“The Youth Bar”), reservations through and reviews of portals like booking.com, and the software used by the company (HOSTELSYSTEM) • Progress evaluations and reports, including proposals for suggested improvements

**HOWLANDERS**
(Spanish is not required)

We are an e-comerce for tours an touristic activities in developing countries, specially LATAM. We work in collaboration with selected local agencies, offering an amazing experience, unbettable prices and all the confidence our travelers requires.

The intern’s main tasks are to explore the new key markets and test our services by developing a fast marketing and sales strategy. To do so, the intern will elaborate linkbuilding actions, create social media buzz, liase with local bloggers and influencers to promote our services and communicate with the clients.

**ARAVOLO**
(Spanish is not required)

We are currently focused on providing better solutions for the mobility of tourists in Europe, and have started the pilot project in Valencia, which is where our headquarters is based. We are an ethical company and we constantly strive to be the most efficient in order to offer standard prices and exceptional quality; yes, the combination is possible! We hope you use our service, supporting a social company whose goal is to reduce pollution in European cities through the development of services and products. Our goal is to rethink the way we move within the cities in order to effectively reduce pollution and enjoy better rides. Our company reinvests 95% of its profit in R&D in order to improve the quality of life in our cities. Our team is formed by motivated and joyful people, with an incredible spirit of making a better world and better society.

The intern will assist with bike deliveries and define the bike delivery process. Flow charts, process timing and estimated costs must be defined. The intern will also assist with the bike rental process. The current bike rental process should be redefined in order to reach the standards we want to achieve and to be more effective in processes. The intern will promote markets by working with social media and digital platforms.
Sample of companies **EUROACE** partners with to offer international students the opportunity to gain experience abroad. To know more about internship opportunities please get in touch with Isabel at isabel@euroace.net or José at jose@euroace.net
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